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BY J IM MOORE 
Working Smarter

Debugging ISPF Dialogs:
Part IV

I would like to think that I have saved
the best for last in this, the concluding

column on debugging ISPF dialogs. This
month, I will explain how to use the
Language Environment (LE) Debug Tool
when debugging ISPF dialog functions that
are written in COBOL. The techniques
described here also apply to dialog func-
tions written in C and PL/I.

COMPILE AND RUN TIME
PREPARATION

I explained the requirements for prepar-
ing an LE COBOL program for debugging
in my May 2001 column (The Language
Environment Debug Tool). This column is
available in PDF format from the NaSPA
Web site as www.naspa.com/PDF/2001/
0501%20PDF/T0105010.pdf. The code
that I used in the examples in this month’s
column is available as File 557 on the CBT
Tape (accessible from www.naspa.com) or
as filename WORK0602.TXT, which is
also accessible from the NaSPA Web site.
(Go to www.naspa.com, click on
“Technical Support” and on “Coding
Examples from Articles.”)

When I tried debugging ISPF-based code
I encountered only one difference with
regard to more typical batch debugging.
This difference gave me a chance to try
something that I wanted to try anyway.

Under ISPF, I could not get the full-
screen test session to activate by using the
“/TEST” run-time switch. As a work-around,
I added a debug parameter to the program’s
linkage and explicitly called CEETEST
from within the COBOL program when-
ever the parameter was set to debug. See
Figure 1.

I wanted to try this explicit call method
anyway. I was curious to see how invoking

CEETEST at a specific point in the flow of
the program would change the way debug-
ging proceeded. In this case, it did not
change things that much. Especially since
the call to CEETEST occurs very early
within the flow of the program.

KNOW WHERE THE
PA2 KEY IS

If you are using ISPF on an emulated
3270 screen, before you begin any ISPF
dialog debugging with the LE Debug Tool,
be certain which key maps to the PA2 key.
You can use PA2 (referred to as the
RESHOW key) to toggle between the two

full-screen environments — ISPF and the
LE Debug Tool.

Usually, the screens will automatically
change on their own. However, if you
appear to be “stuck” in one environment or
the other, try pressing PA2. This should
reset the screen so that you can view the
most current environment.

As always, I highly recommend you have
a browser window open to the proper docu-
mentation while experimenting with and
learning about new software. You can find
The LE Debug Tool manual at http://pub-
l i b z . b o u l d e r . i b m . c o m / c g i - b i n /
bookmgr_OS390/BOOKS/CBCDT020/
CCONTENTS?DT=20000124153533.

In this code sample, I used a Linkage Section parameter to trigger the call to CEETEST. Note that the call to CEETEST
also includes an initial command string for the Debug Tool. The call to VIEWUP03 is returning the run-time address (in
printable hex format) of the COBOL 01 Level named Function-Pool-Variables. This address will later be used under
ISRDDN to directly browse the memory locations of the COBOL program’s function pool.

01  String-Of-Commands.                                          
05  Command-String-Length Pic S9(04) Binary.                 
05  Command-String       Pic  X(36) Value                   
‘Monitor List Function-Pool-Variables’. 

Linkage Section.                                                 
01  Run-Time-Parm.                                               

05  RT-Parm-Length      Pic S9(04) Binary.                    
05                      Pic  X(01).                           

88  Debug-Run       Value ‘D’.                            

Procedure Division Using Run-Time-Parm.                          
Perform 1000-Initialize                   Thru 1000-Exit.  
Perform 2000-All-Processing               Thru 2000-Exit   

Until Finished.                                             
Perform 9000-Finalize                     Thru 9000-Exit.  
GoBack.                                                      

1000-Initialize.                                                 
If Debug-Run                                                 

Move Length Of Command-String To Command-String-Length    
Call ‘CEETEST’  Using String-Of-Commands                  

Feedback-Codes                      
Call ‘Viewup03’ Using Function-Pool-Variables,            

FP-Address.

FIGURE 1: CALLING CEETEST FROM WITHIN A COBOL
PROGRAM TO ACTIVATE THE LE DEBUG TOOL
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WHEN TO USE THE DEBUG TOOL

With the wealth of ISPF debugging
tools available, why would an ISPF
developer need to use the Debug Tool?
The simple answer is: Do not use it
unless it is needed. In addition, to be
clear about it, you can only use the LE
Debug Tool with compiled LE languages,
not REXX or CLIST.

The best case for using the LE Debug
Tool comes when the bugs that are present
do not have anything to do with ISPF. That
is, a developer might have carefully set 7.8
breakpoints, examined dialog variables
and tables, or displayed messages to the
screen or any number of other techniques
commonly used to nail down problems
with the code.

However, a problem still persists.
The LE Debug Tool brings the full focus

of a step-by-step, slow motion, memory-
viewing debugger to the province of ISPF
debugging.

THE RUN-TIME SET UP

In order to use the Debug Tool, the load
library that contains the tool’s modules
must be available to a TSO session. To
accomplish this search path alteration, I
prefer to use the TSOLIB command at line-
mode READY. See Figure 2.

Another reason for using TSOLIB is
that all load module searches will look to
the TSOLIB-established tasklib first, even
before STEPLIB. Since I prefer a dynamic
method of linking and executing pro-
grams, all dynamic calls will also be
resolved by the TSOLIB. When ISPLLIB
is used, either via LIBDEF or logon inclu-
sion, it is not searched for “standard”
(LINK, LOAD or COBOL DYNAM) load
module searches.

As a side note, I maintain a running copy
of many commands (like those shown in
Figure 2) that I paste into a Notepad file that
I always keep open on my desktop.
Whenever I need to enter line mode com-
mands at TSO READY mode, I simply copy
the command from the Notepad file and
paste them back into TSO.

LAUNCH AND GO

When I am developing an ISPF dialog, I
generally do not place the launching
REXX, CLIST or program into a

SYSPROC, SYSEXEC or STEPLIB
library. Instead, I use libraries that are
completely under my control.

Operating in this fashion allows me a
great degree of freedom should the develop-
ment libraries need some sort of maintenance

These commands are issued outside of ISPF. Their allocations remain active once ISPF is started. The TSOLIB shown
here is concatenating two load libraries to a tasklib. If additional libraries are required, they can easily be added. The
“EQAW” library is the default name for the LE Debug Tool load library.

FIGURE 2: EXECUTING TSOLIB AND AN ALLOCATE
OF SYSOUT TO THE SCREEN AT LINE-MODE TSO

If ISPF developers want to have their invocation commands saved in the profile across debug sessions, they can do so by
using the Save action-bar item. The word DEBUG that is enclosed in single quotes is passed through the SOUNDEX REXX
EXEC into the COBOL program by coding the “PARSE UPPER ARG Debug” statement as the first statement of the REXX EXEC.

FIGURE 3: USING AN EXPLICIT EXEC COMMAND
TO LAUNCH A DIALOG FROM ISPF OPTION 7.1.
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such as compression or even a delete and
re-allocate. Only when the dialog functions
and other components are deemed finished
do I promote them into system libraries.

Figure 3 shows a method of launching
the Soundex dialog with the parameter
required to start the LE Debug Tool
(‘DEBUG’). The only drawback to this
method is that it skews the setting of func-
tion level breakpoints at Option 7.8. That
is, if a developer wants to qualify a break-
point to only occur within the function
that is launching the dialog and the
method shown in Figure 3 is being used,
the 7.8 function level value would have to
be EXEC, not SOUNDEX.

THE LE DEBUG TOOL KICKS IN

When using the LE Debug Tool to
examine COBOL code under ISPF, I
rarely have standard 7.8 breakpoints set.
The reason for this is that I usually do not
resort to the power of the tool until I need
to look at portions of code that have noth-
ing to do with ISPF. Put another way, I
suggest not using the LE Debug Tool until
you have tried the more “standard” ISPF
debugging techniques I have explained in
previous columns.

However, this does not mean that you
cannot use 7.8 breakpoints in conjunction
with the debug tool — you can. This is pow-
erful quality assurance.

Figure 4 is an image of what happens
when the call to CEETEST occurs.

USING THE DEBUG TOOL

The easiest way to begin using the Debug
Tool is to start with simple step mode. You
can use PF2 as a step mode shortcut. You
can set breakpoints by using the AT com-
mand, either from the command line (“AT
line-number”) or by typing the word AT in
the blue area next to the line number in the
SOURCE window.

Since my space is limited, to learn more,
I suggest skimming the LE Debug Tool
documentation as well as reading my May
2001 “Working Smarter” column.

By using step mode in the CLCCSNDX
program, after all VDEFINEs have been
done, the flow of the program encounters
the panel display in the routine named
2000-All-Processing. The screen shot in
Figure 5 shows the sole panel displayed by
the Soundex dialog.

MORE ON THE
CLCCSNDX PROGRAM

The ISPF interfaces in the CLCCSNDX
program are a small part of the actual program

code. If you have the source, look at all of
the other routines that are used to generate
the Soundex code. They have nothing to do
with ISPF. This is where the LE Debug Tool
can be used to great advantage.

Note that since CEETEST had a “String-of-Commands” passed to it on the CALL, the entire COBOL 01 Level named
Function-Pool-Variables is present in the MONITOR window. From this point, breakpoints (LE Debug, not ISPF) can be
set anywhere in the CLCCSNDX program by using the AT command.

FIGURE 4: THE LE DEBUG TOOL ACTIVATING VIA A CALL
FROM WITHIN A COBOL ISPF DIALOG FUNCTION

The small pop-up panel serves as both input and output. The name to be Soundexed (Jablonski, in the Figure) is
entered. After pressing the enter key, the four position, N-type (numeric) Soundex code for the name is returned
(Soundex Code> J145). Many U.S. states use this form of Soundex code to begin their Driver’s License Number.
Note that the LE Debug full-screen environment has been suspended. Also, look at the screen that is “behind” the
pop-up. It is the same screen (Dialog Test - 7.1) that the Soundex dialog was launched from.

FIGURE 5: THE POP-UP DISPLAY OF THE ONLY
PANEL WITHIN THE SOUNDEX DIALOG
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CONCLUSION

There is such a wealth of debugging aids
available to ISPF dialog developers that it
can be confusing. To counteract any confu-
sion, take your time and carefully examine
some of the tools and utilities that I have
explained in this series. Learning how to use
them will help de-mystify the process of
writing high-quality ISPF-based software.

Finally, here is a technique that I use
when I really have to “go low” and examine
actual memory addresses. It relies on the
powerful BROWSE command of ISRDDN.

1. By calling the small Assembler
program named VIEWUP03, I can
return the run-time address of any
piece of storage that I want. In this
month’s example, I call VIEWUP03 to
get the address of the COBOL 01
Level named Function-Pool-Variables.
Conveniently, I have placed the
variable where the address is returned
into the function pool by way of a
VDEFINE. This allows me to copy
and paste it either from the Variable
utility (Option 7.3) or from within the
MONITOR window of the LE Debug
Tool. The point here is that I can easily
acquire the printable hex address.

2. Once I have the address copied onto
the clipboard, I can invoke TSO
ISRDDN from anywhere there is an
ISPF command line. It might be from
an ISPF breakpoint or it could be
from my own dialog panel that is
being displayed.

3. From the ISRDDN primary screen, I
type in BROWSE and then paste in the
address from the clipboard, inserting a
period delimiter (required for absolute
addressing) at the end of the address

string, and press enter. The result is
shown in Figure 6.

Now, that’s what I call power-packed
debugging!  
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database design. He can be reached at
conlogco@ix.netcom.com.

The address X’05EAD110’ was returned from the VIEWUP03 program. Using copy and paste, you can use the returned
address under ISRDDN to view the “raw” memory locations.

FIGURE 6: USING THE ISRDDN BROWSE COMMAND
TO VIEW ACTUAL MEMORY LOCATIONS


